
CLSG Interconnection Project (Cote d'Ivoire-Liberia-Sierra Leone 
Guinea) 

Donors Coordination Meeting 

Monrovia, May 31 and June 1, 2017 

Aide Memoire 

1. A Donors Coordination Meeting was hosted by TRANSCO CLSG on May 31 and 
June 1, 2017 at the Cape Hotel, Monrovia, Liberia with the four Co-Financiers of the 
Cote d'Ivoire - Liberia - Sierra Leone - Guinea (CLSG) Interconnection Project, 
including the African Development Bank (AtDB), the European Investment Bank 
(EIB), KfW and the World Bank (WB). 

2. The representative of the Liberian ministry in charge of Energy and the West African 
Power Pool (WAPP) Secretary General were part of the opening ceremony chaired 
by Mr Amidou Traore, Chairman of the TRANSCO CLSG Board of Directors, who 
also chaired the meeting. 

3. The objectives of the meeting were to discuss the following main topics: 
• Project implementation progress; 
• Procurement progress and next steps; 
• Revised project costs, financing gap and additional funds mobilization; 
• Coordination between CLSG and national and other regional Projects; 
• Update on strategy to prepare for electricity trade over the CLSG Line; 
• Disbursement status and forecasts; 
• Groundbreaking event. 

4. The following entities participated in the meeting: 
• Ministry of Lands, Mines and Energy (MLME) of Liberia; 
• World Bank; 
• European Investment Bank (EIB); 
• African Development Bank (AfDB); 
• KfW; 
• TRANSCO CLSG; 
• Western Africa Power Pool; 
• Tractebel Engineering. 

The signed list of participants is attached as Annex 1. 

5. TRANSCO CLSG General Manager, Mr. Mohammed M. Sherif, welcomed the 
participants and summarized the context and scope of the meeting. He then 
introduced the Chairman of the TRANSCO CLSG Board. 

6. The Chairman of the TRANSCO CLSG Board, Mr Amidou Traore, expressed his 
appreciation to all donors for their commitment to the CLSG Project which is vital 
for the CLSG countries. He underlined the importance of the project ground 
breaking event and thanked the Government of Liberia for facilitating this event and 
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for hosting this meeting. He stressed that expectations are very high in the CLSG 
Countries, and therefore invited stakeholders to a close collaboration and support to 
the project. He underlined the main points of the agenda and the importance to 

· debate pending issues such as the interaction and coordination with other relevant 
national and regional projects and the scope and location of the SCAD A system. 

7. The representative of the Ministry of Mines, Land and Energy, on behalf of the 
Government of the Republic of Liberia, underlined that the CLSG project is very 
important and strategic for Liberia. He emphasized the good progress made so far 
and invited all stakeholders to work assiduously for the success of the project and its 
completion as scheduled. 

8. The World Bank representative thanked, on behalf of donors, TRANSCO CLSG 
Chairman for his steady support to the project and noted and congratulated 
TRANSCO CLSG management and staff for the excellent progress made in project 
implementation, with several contracts signed and the recent start of the construction 
stage. The WB stressed the importance of reflecting on a strategy and action plan to 
maximize electricity trade on the CLSG interconnector. 

9. The approved agenda of the meeting is attached as Annex 2. 

Outcomes of the meeting 

10. Overall presentation on project implementation progress: TRANSCO CLSG's 
PIU Director made an overall presentation, supported by detailed tables attached in 
Annex 3, to inform the meeting on the following aspects: scope of the project, update 
on procurement, project implementation progress, establishment of letters of credit, 
ESMP and RAP finalization and implementation, Owner's Engineer work progress, 
Liberia's fifth substation, disbursement update, closing of the project financing gap 
and project planning milestones. Specific aspects were then discussed as part of the 
review of project scope and implementation progress, including: topographic surveys 
in Liberia and project SCAD A systems. 

11. Topographic surveys (LIDAR): The WB recommended to consider coordinating 
between the LIDAR surveys planned in the CLSG project and the similar work that 
will be required for the Saint-Paul hydropower project, for possible economies of 
scale, avoidance of having to mobilize twice the equipments, and reduction in the 
costs of the contracts. TRANSCO CLSG stated that there would be a need for having 
two different contracts (CLSG and Saint Paul River) but that this coordination was 
indeed possible. TRANSCO also informed the meeting that the two CLSG line 
contractors have already advanced the preparation of LIDAR surveys under their 
contracts. 

12. SCADA systems: TRANSCO CLSG mentioned key aspects in that respect, 
including minimizing the risks for the timely commissioning of the overall 
project, defining the optimal location of systems from an institutional 
perspective, and taking into account the financing constraints; TRANSCO CLSG 
indicated a preference for installing the main SCADA system in one of its 
substations, which would not be the case should it be installed at Linsan now that 
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this substation will be owned by OMVG. After reminding the project history in 
that respect, AfDB stressed that the main SCADA is planned to be financed from 
Guinea financing. Transco CLSG strategic advisor reminded that the Linsan 
substation should play a central role in the WAPP electricity dispatching 
system and should thus be considered as a common infrastructure to several 
generation and interconnection projects. WAPP Secretary General encouraged a 
deeper review of the matter, in the framework of WAPP market operations, and 
understood TRANSCO CLSG position to fully control its SCADA. Ktw 
mentioned it would be important to try and pool resources between different 
projects. WB has indicated that coordination and agreement are necessary 
between TRANSCO and OMVG to guarantee access to the Linsan site as well as 
the equipment to ensure the best possible operation of SCADA system. WB 
recalled that this was not the first time that such an arrangement is taking place in 
the sub-region. In addition, WB mentioned that if the Linsan substation were to 
be delayed, the operation of TRANSCO's infrastructure could be carried out from 
the backup SCADA planned in Man. 

13. Based on the above, and while it was noted that a complete study to compare 
options in technical, institutional and financing terms would have been useful, 
the meeting concluded that CLSG main SCADA system should be installed at 
Linsan (as initially planned), with an extraterritoriality status to be granted by 
OMVG through a legal agreement. The SCADA back-up system to be installed 
at Man could still be used as main system, should the commissioning of the 
Linsan system be delayed. 

Ongoing procurement 

14. AfDB-financed substations contract: The meeting noted that it would be difficult to 
quickly finalize and sign this contract, because the awarded firm will probably desist 
from its bid, in view of the conditions established in AfDB no objection to the 
revised bid evaluation report. An additional issue is the need to remove the Linsan 
SS from the scope of this contract, with a significant reduction in contract price 
compared to bid price (about 45%), resulting in particular in a significant risk of 
complaints by other bidders. The WB voiced its concerns with delays in this process, 
from the perspective of the preparation of its additional financing for Sierra Lone, 
which final amount (including co-financing for this contract) will be set at 
negotiations in mid-July 2017 - followed by Board approval scheduled for 
September I 0, 2017. The WB also reminded that it should review the procurement 
process for this contract to its satisfaction to be able to approve its financing for the 
contract. The meeting recommended to conclude the current procurement process 
and rebid this contract, by requesting proposals for the revised scope from originally 
prequalified firms under an accelerated process that should allow to reach contract 
signature within 5-6 months, while not affecting the date of overall project 
commissioning. TRANSCO committed to make an official proposal in that sense to 
AfDB and the WB, by June 3, 2017. 

15. KfW-financed substations in Liberia: as in the previous case, TRANSCO CLSG 
Chaiman voiced his concerns about delays in the procurement and signing of this 
contract, which may move on the critical path of project commissioning. Ktw 
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indicated that two key items still need to be discussed, namely the interface between 
the LEC and CLSG substations at Mount Coffee, which requires additional 
installations at the LEC SS, and mentioned that financing was not an issue because 
of the Euro currency appreciation, and the localization of the substation. KfW also 
raised concerns (which LEC would seem to share) about the risks to the integrity of 
the Mount Coffee dam, should the TRANSCO CLSG substation location remain as 
specified in bidding documents. TRANSCO CLSG mentioned that this should not 
prevent signing the contract with the current location,' as the contract allows 
TRANSCO CLSG to request the contractor to identify more suitable locations for the 
same cost. During the meeting, TRANSCO CLSG transmitted to Ktw its answers to 
the comments made by KfW on the draft finalized contract with the awarded firm; . 
KfW indicated that they would be willing to issue a conditional no-objection for this 
Contract where their no-objection would be conditional specifically on a 
satisfactory resolution of the two issues cited above (additional equipment for the 
Mt. Coffee substation (of the Mt. Coffee project, and the localization of the CLSG 
substation at Mt Coffee). Ktw committed to revert to TRANSCO CLSG on this 
matter by June 3, 2017. 

16. Letters of Credit: TRANSCO stressed the high cost of LoC (issuing bank fees), 
particularly in Sierra Leone (I% to 3% of the LoC amount, compared to about 0.5% 
in Liberia and Cote d'Ivoire. TRANSCO CLSG mentioned it shopped for best rates 
as recommended by EIB. The WB indicated its agreement that the credit category for 
financing TRANSCO operational costs could include the cost of LoCs, as long as 
these expenses are included within TRANSCO's already approved budget for this 
expenditure category. The Chairman encouraged TRANSCO CLSG management to 
use the LoC only if really necessary. TRANSCO CLSG informed that the 
establishment of the LoCs is well advanced, and that all necessary LoCs could be 
established by July 15, 2017. AfDB informed that LoCs fees are not eligible under its 
financing. TRANSCO CLSG informed that the removal of the establishment of the 
LoC as a condition for contracts effectiveness is being discussed with all the 
contractors, and would be effected through corresponding contract amendments 
subject to the no objection of the corresponding donors. 

17. Frequency and voltage regulation equipment: The meeting debated on the nature 
of such equipment - to be installed or replaced and tuned in the main generating 
plants interconnected to the CLSG network as well as in the CLSG stations, which 
will be assessed through a WE-financed study to be recruited once the final 
configuration of the network is known. The equipment concerned are the governors, 
UFLS1, OST2, PSB3, PSS/AVR4, SR5, SVC6, UVLS7, The meeting noted that the 
installation of these equipment is not in the critical path of project commissioning. 
TRANSCO CLSG presented the schedule for the recruitment and implementation of 
the study and for the procurement of FR equipment. TRANSCO CLSG Chairman 

1 Under Frequency Load Shedding protections 
2 Out-Of-Step protections 
3 Power Swing Blocking protections 
4 Power System Stabilizer /Automatic Voltage Regulator 
5 Shunt Reactor 
6 Static Var Compensator 
7 Under Voltage Load Shedding Protections 
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recommended to validate the study's TOR and reports with the CLSG donors and 
stakeholders. 

18. Fifth SS in Liberia (Botota): This substation is included as an option in the KfW 
financed SS tender, and the awarded bid includes unit prices for the SS, assuming a 
design similar to the other four SS. TRANSCO CLSG informed that LEC has 
provided SS specifications that should allow to receive and negotiate a price from the 
awarded firm. KfW will finance the SS and is open to an electrification component 
around the SS. KfW stressed that LEC should assess the demand from the 5th SS, 
without which technical specifications would seem hard to define. A study seem 
necessary on the location, scoping and specifications of the fifth SS, on the basis of a 
preliminary note to be prepared by TRANSCO CLSG. The WB noted that LEC has 
now available a study that reviews about 625 towns and villages in Liberia to 
estimate the need for electrification, identifies the location of these towns and 
villages, and provide basic design of the necessary networks. This study, financed 
with WB funds would be useful to answer KfW's question on the demand for 
electricity around the 5th substation. The WB also requested that since it is likely that 
any additional generation on the Saint Paul River (to be studied with the support of 
the WAPP) would be connected to the CLSG line through this 5th substation, it will 
be important that the design of the 5th substation at Botota includes the reserve bay 
for an eventual connection of the future generation plant to the CLSG. 

19. Strategy for the O&M of the CLSG interconnection: the OE phase 1 had 
produced a study on O&M strategic options, recommending a 3-4 year management 
contract with an experienced private operator (including a first phase for TRANSCO 
CLSG staff training and participation in testing prior to project commissioning). 
Donors had recommended that the O&M operator should be recruited one year 
before project commissioning (instead of six months under financing agreements), 
i.e. by September 2018. TRANSCO CLSG indicated that the preparation of the RfP 
will start in July 2017 with support from the OE, and presented a detailed 
procurement schedule to meet the recruitment date agreed upon with donors. 

20. RAP update: TRANSCO CLSG briefed the meeting on the Firestone and Sime 
Darby compensation issue. Firestone gave its agreement in principle to the crossing 
of its plantation by CLSG project (thus allowing the contractor to start its preparatory 
activities for the corresponding section of the interconnector). TRANSCO informed 
the meeting that FIRESTONE sent a letter to the Government of Liberia about its 
expected compensation. The WB recommended that TRANSCO should continue to 
take the lead in bringing this issue to the urgent attention of the Government, who 
needs to make now a final decisions, , since all necessary compensation need to be 
effected before start of works on the lines. 

21. TRANSCO CLSG explained that the CLSG transmission line cross the plantation of 
Sime Darby on 4km. 16 hectares of land and oil palm trees will be affected by the 
project. TRANSCO CLSG held meetings with the management of Sime Darby and 
sent to them on their request an official communication for information about the 
project and its potential impact on their plantation. TRANSCO CLSG will engage 
the government of Liberia on negotiation with Sime Darby management. Options 
are: i/ a line deviation with additional 3 km (about $600K) or ii/ and agreement on 
compensation payment (up to a total cost of $700K). 



22. TRANSCO CLSG informed the meeting about the issue of the Man Substation 
extension, which initial location would intersect with a sacred forest, with risk of 
conflict or additional cost for the project. TRANSCO CLSG identified a solution 
consisting in using a smaller adjacent area to the existing substation to install the 
equipment and another area for the construction housing and stores. This solution is 
under discussion with and should be validated with CI-Energies after the 
presentation of the final proposal by the Owner's Engineer. A Meeting is scheduled 
the 2nd week of June to agree on the final solution. TRANSCO CLSG Chairman 
reminded that ESMP and RAP costs should be consistent with available budget as 
approved by the countries. 

23. TRANSCO CLSG informed the meeting that the current location of the substation 
of N'zerekore is very close to the cemetery of the town and will cut the main road 
and entrance of the cemetery. Two actions need to be taken: i/make a buffer zone 
between the cemetery and the work site to avoid desecration of graves during 
construction works, ii/open a new road for the entrance of the cemetery. 

24. TRANSCO CLSG reminded that the new compensation strategy was agreed upon 
with donors and informed about the implementation of this strategy. Consultants are 
being recruited for the ESMP&RAP update and for support to the RAP 
implementation. These contracts are under negotiation and should be signed between 
starting June 3. Efficient coordination is required between consultants, contractors 
and the OE for the RAPs update. Local populations are supportive and have a strong 
interest for associated electrification projects. Regular meetings of national and local 
committees will continue. There is a debate about authorizing agricultural activities 
under the line (not affecting the line integrity). The WB expressed its concern about 
the possible opposition of local population during the topographic surveys by the 
contractors, if compensations are not paid in a timely manner, or if the projects of 
rural electrification associated to the CLSG line are not completed on time for when 
the line enters into operation. TRANSCO CLSG confirmed that there had been 
thorough communication and information efforts, and also informed that the local 
committees include local leaders as well as representatives of all types of economic 
and social groups. The WB requested to receive a monthly update on the progress of 
RAP update and implementation; it was agreed that this update would be included in 
the OE monthly reports. 

25. The WB asked whether the Construction ESMPs take into account the impact of 
influx of foreign workers and include grievance mechanisms to ensure that 
complaints from the communities are properly registered, filed and addressed .. 
TRANSCO informed that the ESMP and RAP include a communication strategy to 
be taken into account in the ES MPs Constructor and that the WB policy guidance on 
labor influx was transmitted to the contractors to inform the preparation of their 
CESMPs. Mechanisms to address PAPs complaints have been established in each 
country. The CESMPs will be transmitted to the WB and other donors for validation. 
AtDB would like to be informed about safeguards missions, to program its 
participation in these missions. 

26. ESMP update: TRANSCO CLSG provided information on key environmental 
aspects: The recruitment of consultants to establish the environmental baseline 



database (contracts to be signed in June). The ESMPs Construction have been 
prepared by the contractors and should be validated by July 2017. Compensatory 
reforestation has been defined and will be implemented by national Agencies and 
Departments in charge of Reforestation in CLSG Countries. The Operational Action 
Plan and the budget for the implementation of the compensatory reforestation are 
approved by TRANSCO CLSG and the CLSG National Monitoring Committees for 
ESMP and RAP. Optimization of the line routing was done before tender stage, in 
collaboration with WB specialists, to avoid sacred and protected areas and wetlands. 

27. OE organization and work progress and reporting: the OE presented its 
organization, including staff deployment in the field ( I coordinator with one 
specialist per lot and per specialty). A communication platform has been 
established. Monthly, weekly and quarterly meetings and reports are also planned. 
Currently there are 15 staff in the field. By the end 2017, there would be 45 staff in 
the field, and about 60 staff in 2018. In addition, the OE has a design team based in 
Brussels and Abidjan totalling 16 staff. EIB requested clarification on contract 
management organization and issuance of reports, which they wish to receive. The 
OE indicated that contract management is done by l contract manager based in 
Brussels with a 3-staff team and that monthly reports are being produced. 
TRANSCO CLSG confirmed that the OE monthly and quarterly reports will be 
shared with CLSG donors. The WB asked about actual changes in the OE staff 
compared to the proposal, as well as about the verification of contractors' quality 
assurance plans. The OE informed the meeting that only three staff had to be 
replaced and that two quality assurance plans had been validated already. AIDB 
enquired about the deployment of TRANSCO team in the field. TRANSCO CLSG 
informed that all social and environmental assistants are in the field, country offices 
have been established, and the recruitment of one engineering and contract 
specialist by country is under way, plus 2 project engineers at HQ. 

28. Project planning: TRANSCO CLSG briefed the meeting on the revised project 
planning (see Annex 4). The Chairman stressed the importance of identifying those 
contracts that are currently on the critical path of overall project commissioning, 
which include at this time, as informed by TRANSCO CLSG, the AIDB-financed 
line lot 2 and the SCADA systems. The meeting also requested TRANSCO to 
produce on a monthly basis a progress report on the physical advances in the 
implementation of the main contracts, TRANSCO CLSG informed that this progress 
report will be included in the monthly reports of the OE. To better monitor the 
impact of compensation of P APs operations on the implementation schedule of the 
project, WB has requested that these operations now appear in the project planning. 

29. TRANSCO CLSG confirmed that on the basis of the progress on the revised strategy 
for compensation as described above, the schedules of compensation and start of 
works for the lines will guarantee the full payment of compensation before start of 
works - as illustrated by the schedule submitted by one contractor (route alignment - 
months O to 5; detailed topographic surveys - months 3 to 7 (together with RAP 
consultants and compensation payment); pegging of towers (with civil works) - 
months 6 to 9. 

30. The table below shows key milestones of the overall project implementation and 
comrmssiornng: 



Milestones Dates Status 

Launch of tendering process (EPC Contracts) From 21/12/2015 to 25/05/16 Completed 

Owner's Engineer Phase 2 Contract Signature 17/11/16 Completed 

Effective start of Owner's Engineer - phase 2 01/12/2016 Completed 

Compensation work (RAP Implementation) From 07 /2017 to 10/2017 Not started 

Signature of contracts with EPC contractors From 13/01/17 to 30/11/2017 Ongoing 

Commencement of Works (topographic surveys) 01/03/17 Ongoing 

Network operator Contract Signature 30/12/2018 Not Started 

Completion of Commissioning and final Test I From 30/06/2019 to 30/12/2019 Not Started 
Operational Reception (sequential commissioning) 

31. Procurement schedule of remammg tenders: Ongoing or pending tenders 
(including SVC rebidding; AtDB- SS rebidding, SCADA Linsan rebidding, SCADA 
Cdl sole source, and KfW SS contract signature) should all reach signature between 
end November 2017 and early February 2018. Frequency regulation tender would be 
conducted between March and September 2018. AtDB expects the main SCADA 
tender to be launched by end of June, and the corresponding bidding documents 
should be submitted very soon by TRANSCO CLSG. EIB requested to include the 
recruitment of the O&M contractor in the procurement monitoring, which was done 
by TRANSCO CLSG as a services contract. 

32. Closing of financing gap: TRANSCO CLSG presented the last update on the project 
revised costs compared to the available financing at March 2017 exchange rates, and 
the plan to close the financing gap, which includes WB additional financing to 
Liberia in the amount of$ 47.5 millions and to Sierra Leone in the amount of$ 59.5 
million, that would co-finance the EIB line contracts in Sierra Leone and the AtDB 
SS contract in Sierra Leone. The WB explained that they will need to describe the 
strategy of the other donors to finance the gap (if any) of their respective financing in 
the Project Document that the WB is preparing to submit for approbation of the AF 
and that they will share the formulation with the respective donors to ensure that they 
correctly have explained this strategy, It was also agreed to clarify the amounts 
related to KfW financing. The WB informed the meeting that it expected to 
negotiate the AF on July I 0, and to submit it for their Board approval before end 
September. Will then remain pending for the funds to be available, only the 
ratification by their respective Parliaments in Liberia and Sierra Leone. 

33. TRANSCO CLSG stressed the importance of ensuring the timely availability of 
necessary funds in view of the forecast cash flows of the EIB/WB-financed line and 
substation contracts in Sierra Leone (including early disbursement of advance 
payments and letters of credit). TRANSCO signaled that based on the table of 
disbursements, EIB funds for the Lines contracts will be exhausted in November 
2017.Two options were identified: ii effectiveness of WB additional financing for 
Sierra Leone by November 2017; and/or ii/ use of existing resources already 



available to TRANSCO. The TRANSCO asked whether existing WB funding 
could be used in the interim, and the WB responded that the principle was that 
resources used would then be reimbursed from the AF once that became effective, 
whatever their origin, and therefore it could be WB existing resources, as long as the 
WB funds were available again once they needed to be disbursed to make payments 
on the existing contracts. 

34. Interaction and coordination between the CLSG project and national projects: 
TRANSCO CLSG's Senior Strategic Advisor presented the results of a high-level 
mission initiated by the Board of Directors to review the activities conducted by the 
member utilities to build transmission and distribution networks in the four countries 
and to define an action plan to ensure the coordination and the consistency between 
the implementation of the CLSG interconnection line and these ongoing or planned 
transmission and distribution projects. The presentation highlighted the progress 
made with significant progress, showing that countries are fully conscious of the 
need to be prepared to make good use of the CLSG interconnection. The proposed 
action plan focuses on ensuring a better coordination between projects and frequent 
and closer consultation between stakeholders. During the discussions, it was 
recommended to also consider regional projects while drawing up the action plan, for 
instance the Guinea-Mali interconnection project, which could in the future connect 
to the CLSG interconnection at the substations of Nzerekore and Linsan. It was also 
stressed the importance of ensuring that CLSG substations are properly designed in 
terms of equipment (metering, etc.) and operation protocols, looking at the operation 
protocols existing in the sub- Region in particular at SOGEM. Participants stressed 
the need to ensure good coordination between TRANSCO-CLSG and other 
stakeholders at all levels, national and sub-regional. In summary, the Chairman 
indicated that the Action Plan would be supplemented to include the aspects 
mentioned, the coordination and monitoring mechanisms with the four national 
utilities before being submitted for adoption at the next meeting of the Board of 
Directors. 

35. The WB asked TRANSCO how had they defined the limits of responsibility and 
ownership between TRANSCO and the national utilities at the interface between 
High and Medium Voltage equipment. TRANSCO CLSG mentioned that there is 
experience in that respect in the WAPP area (e.g. OMVS, CEB, etc.). TRANSCO 
CLSG will take into consideration the way the substations with interfaces will be 
operated during detailed design to optimize the operation. 

36. AfDB enquired about the progress on the second circuit feasibility study, which 
construction might be justified soon. TRANSCO CLSG and the OE informed that 
this study is at the initial data collection stage. 

37. The WB voiced a concern about slow progress by national utilities on rural 
electrification projects connected to the CLSG interconnector, in view of the high 
expectations of the rural populations consulted during the RAP preparation .. The 
chairman stressed the importance and role of the CLSG Technical Committee (which 
includes representatives of the four utilities), in the monitoring of the implementation 
progress of distribution and rural electrification projects related to the CLSG 
interconnector in the four countries. 



38. TRANSCO CLSG chairman also informed the meeting about Cote d'lvoire's 
integrated approach to rural electrification through the program "Electricity for all", 
which very successful experience could be useful for the development of rural 
electrification associated to the CLSG project. The WB agreed with the relevance of 
this experience and stressed the issue of the connection cost barrier. 

39. Strategy to prepare for electricity trade over the CLSG Line: TRANSCO CLSG 
strategy was presented at the last doors coordination meeting, including: 

• Recruitment of an O&M operator one year before the expected date of 
project commissioning, with gradual knowledge and capacity transfer to 
TRANSCO CLSG operational staff 

• Definition of commercial aspects of the electricity trade in the PP As and 
TSAs; 

• Preparation of interconnection agreements with the firsts users of CLSG 
interconnector (Annex l of the TSA) 

• Preparation of a CLSG grid code 
• Involvement in WAPP activities for setting the framework of the regional 

energy trade and the operational manual. 
• Close coordination with countries and projects to be interconnected. 

40. TRANSCO CLSG will continue meeting with the utilities to prepare for the 
application of the PP As and TSAs. TRANSCO CLSG called upon donors to share 
their experience with similar projects, such as OMVS/SOGEM. The meeting also 
recommended to reflect on the provision and pricing of ancillary services (such as 
spinning reserve), which could be addressed in the CLSG Grid Code in consistence 
with WAPP studies in that respect. 

41. The WB stressed the importance of starting to develop the, the first interconnection 
agreements with the utilities, over the next twelve months, with support from its two 
advisers. The WB also discussed the possibility of TRANSCO's organizing a 
meeting for the CLSG countries and other countries that will be closely 
interconnected to the CLSG line (Ghana, Mali), to assess the prospects for 
additional customers and power exchange on the CLSG network. This meeting 
could take place in Cote d' lvoire given the strong interest of this country in 
expanding energy trade, and would be organized with the participation of the 
Ministers of Energy and other interested stakeholders. The WB explained that 
additional grant resources could possibly be mobilized for funding this activity. 
TRANSCO CLSG's General Manager confirmed TRANSCO 's interest in leading 
the organization of this event, and indicated that this work could be led by their 
technical and strategical advisers, to ensure a timely organization., WAPP Secretary 
General informed about WAPP activities in relation with the preparation of 
technical and commercial rules and institutional arrangements regarding the WAPP 
power market administration, including recognition of existing bilateral agreements 
and preparation of a standard format for future agreements. It was noted that the 
CLSG grid code should be consistent with the principle of free access to the WAPP 
networks. He reminded the issues of proper demand assessment and forecast, as 
well as timely development of generation capacity. He informed that a new WAPP 
master plan is expected to be completed and approved by the end of 2018. 



42. Disbursement Schedule and last disbursement date for all donors: TRANSCO 
CLSG presented the detailed status of disbursement and pending actions and issues 
for all financing sources (see Annex xx). The WB congratulated TRANSCO CLSG 
for having increased the disbursement level of the WB credit to Liberia from 19% to 
30% over the last six months. The Chairman encouraged TRANSCO CLSG to keep 
on preparing and monitoring disbursement projections. The WB endorsed this 
recommendation, and requested TRANSCO to share updated forecasts of these 
disbursement projection for the next six months, one year, and over the time of 
project implementation. AfDB reminded that the project is still considered as 
problematic because there has been no disbursement three years after its approval. 
TRANSCO CLSG was encouraged to meet the conditions necessary to achieve as 
soon as possible the first disbursement under AfDB financing, including in the case 
of Cote d'Ivoire the official designation of signatories. Ktw informed that it 
launched the process of verification that all documents and conditions are met to 
effect the first disbursement under is financing and will inform TRANSCO CLSG in 
that respect. EIB informed that their first disbursement is scheduled for June 12, 
2017. 

43. Extension of closing dates of existing financing: EIB informed it needs to receive 
an official request from the Government of Sierra Leone for a closing date extension 
and mentioned that a two-year extension seems reasonable (i.e. until December 31, 
2019). The WB informed that the closing date of its current financing to Liberia will 
be extended until 2021 (because of the implementation schedule of project 
components other than CLSG's) at the time of approval of its additional financing to 
Liberia. AfDB informed that a request to extend the current closing date of 
December 31, 2018, by 2 years would not be timely in view of the current lack of 
progress on disbursement, but noted that the extension request should not be made 
later than 6 months before closing date. Ktw informed that the current closing date 
of December 31 2017, could be extended 3 years. WB reminded that the principle of 
pari passu should apply to the contracts co-financed with EIB, who agreed. 

44. Ground-breaking event: TRANSCO CLSG Manager informed the meeting about 
protocol arrangements and constraints for the ground-breaking event. 

45. The Meeting congratulated TRANSCO CLSG for the good progress made on the 
implementation of the project. 

46. The Meeting also expressed their deep gratitude to the people and Government of 
Liberia, and particularly to Her Excellency, Helen Johnson Sirleaf, President of the 
Republic of Liberia, for the warm hospitality they have enjoyed during their stay in 
Monrovia. 



Done in Monrovia on this day of 1st June 2017 

European Investment Bank African Development Bank 

Kari PUNKKA 
Senior Engineer 

Amadou Bassirou Diallo 
Task Team Leader 

KtW 

Andre Collin 
Task Team Leader 

World Bank 

H~JJJJL 
Clemencia Torres de Mistie 

Task Team Leader 

TRANSCO CLSG 

Mohammed M. Sherif 
General Manager 

Amidou Traore 
TRANSCO CLSG Board Chairman 
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ANNEXES 

I. List of Participants 
2. Approved Agenda 
3. Procurement status (Table I & 2) 
4. Revised project planning 
5. Procurement schedule for remaining and ongoing tenders (Table xx and yy) 
6. Establishment of Letters of credit (Table 3) 
7. Update on ESMP & RAP activities (Table 4) 
8. Update on Owner's Engineer services (Table N.5) 
9. Addressing the financial gap issue (Table N.6 & 7) 
10. Disbursement status 
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Cocody 2 Plateaux, 7eme Tranche, 28 BP 633 Abidjan 28, Republique de Cote d'Ivoire 

Annual Donors' Coordination Meeting (Monrovia, May 31 to June 1, 2017) 

AMENDE AGENDA 

Day 1: Wednesday May 31, 2017 
1. Opening ceremony 

a. Welcoming remarks from the Chairperson of TRANSCO 
CLSG Board 

09: 00 am b. Remarks from the representative of the Donors 
C. Opening remarks from the Minister Finance and 

Development Planning 
d. Group Photo 

09: 50 am 2. Coffee break 
10: 20 am 3. Adoption of the draft agenda 

4. Presentation and discussion on the project progress status 
a. Project change of scope(+ 5th substation in Liberia) 

10: 30 am b. Status of the procurement activities (+SCADA, Frequency 
regulation) 

C. Project implementation progress 
d. Letters of credit establishment 

1: 00 pm 5. Lunch 
6. Presentation and discussion on the project progress status 

(continue) 
2: 30 pm a. ESMP and RAP activities ( + Firestone, protected forest of 

Man) 
b. Update on the OE2 services 

3: 20 pm 7. Interaction with other projects 
8. Project planning/ critical points 

4: 00 pm 9. Coffee-Break 
4: 30 pm 10. Update on addressing the project financing gap 
5: 30 pm 11. End of day 1 
Day 2: Thurday June 1, 2017 

09: 00 am 1. Presentation on the disbursement status 
2. Preparation for Energy Trade through the CLSG line 

09: 40 am 3. Logistical information on the groundbreaking event 
4. Any other Business 

a. Lidar (CLSG) I power plant of St Paul (World Bank) 

09: 55 am b. Exchanges and trade of Electricity, 
C. Regular reporting (different reports including the Owner's 

Engineer report) 
d. Organization of the O&M 

10: 30 am 5. Coffee-Break 
10: 50 am 6. Preparation of the Aide-Memoire 
2: 00 pm 7. Lunch 
3: 30 pm 8. Examination and Adoption of the draft Aide-Memoire 
5: 00 pm 9. Signature of Aide-Memoire 
5: 30 pm 10. Coffee-Break 
6: 00 pm 11. Closing Ceremony 

Societe Supranationale avec Conseil d'Administration I Supranational Company governed by a Board of Directors 
Website: www.transcoclsq.org - Mail: info@transcoclsq.org -· '-----·-----·-- - , , _ 



~TRANSCO 1 
I- 

No ACTIVITIES COUNTRIES PROGRESS NEXT STEPS 

Recruitment: CLSG - Evaluation process completed, - Signature of the contracts and Kick-off 
- Consultants for the RAP data - Contracts Negotiation meeting with the meeting expected for June 3 to 30, 2017 

consolidation; awarded firms held from May 19 to 24, 2017 - Launching of ESMP and RAP data 
- Consultant for the establishment consolidation activities expected for June 19, 

1 
of a baseline database of the 2017 to July 14, 2017; 
environmental component - Launching of NGOs activities expected for 

- NGO for the supervision of the July 14, 2017 to August 14, 2017 
compensation process 

Adoption with EPC contractors of an agreed - Information and sensitization campaign in 
2 Preparation of the RAP Liberia schedule of physical topographical survey and the affected communities related to the RAP data 

implementation Sierra Leone RAP data consolidation consolidation 
- Launching of the RAP data consolidation 

process by June 2017 
CLSG ESMP Construction Document preparation is Review and adoption ofthe ESMP 

3 Preparation ofthe ESMP Construction ongoing Construction Document by OE2, TRANSCO 
Document CLSG, National Monitoring Committees, 

Donors and EPA from June to July, 2017 
Preparation of Environmental - Operation Action Plan (OAP) for the Adoption of the MoU for the environmental 
Parameters Monitoring by environmental parameters monitoring parameters monitoring program by NMC on June, 
Environmental Protection Agency CLSG program approved, 2017 

4 (EPA) - Preparation of the MoU for the environmental 
parameters monitoring program ongoing 

Preparation of reforestation activities - Operation Action Plan (OAP) for the Adoption of the MOU for the reforestation 
5 by Forestry Division reforestation program approved, program by NMC on June, 2017 

CLSG - Preparation of the MoU for the reforestation 
program ongoing 

TRANSCO CLSG / PIU 
Progress of ESMP and RAP activities in CLSG Co~untries as at Matl2., 2017 

4- 



Setting up of the Grievances Preparation of the setting up of the Grievances The setting up of the said committees and 
management Committees in counties, management Committees on going : Identification adoption of the ToR is scheduled for June 2017 

6 districts and prefectures, adoption of CLSG of the members of the committees and drafting of 
the ToR of the said Committees the ToR of the said Committees 

Dissemination of the Grievances Preparation of the agenda of the dissemination Review and approval of the agenda, 
Management Mechanism within campaign within affected communities ongoing The Dissemination campaign is scheduled for 

7 affected communities CLSG June 2017 

Preparation of the Monitoring of the Operational Action Plan and Budget related Adoption of the OAP and Budget related by the 
RAP activities by Ministries of Social CLSG received from ministries of SWGCP were revised National Monitoring Committees of RAP and 

8 Welfare, Gender, Children protection and sent back to the said ministries ESMP during the Third session scheduled for June 
in CLSG countries (SWGCP) 2017 

- 17 sensitive ecosystems, protected areas and Implementation of the Operational Action Plan 
substation locations (4 in Liberia, 11 in Sierra for the mitigation of potentials impacts 
Leone and 2 in Guinea) and 14 communities identified 

World Bank and TRANSCO CLSG Liberia affected by the project were visited (3 in 
9 supervision mission on ESMP and RAP Sierra Leone Liberia, 7 in Sierra Leone and 4 in Guinea), 

activities (Second Step) Guinea - Recommendations made by the mission for the 
mitigation of potentials impacts are identified, 

- Operational Action Plan related to the 
recommendations made by the mission for the 
mitigation of potentials impacts identified 

National Monitoring Committees and Second session of National Monitoring Committees Third session of National Monitoring 
Local Monitoring Committees sessions and first session on Local Monitoring Committees Committees and second session on Local 

10 CLSG held Monitoring Committees scheduled for June 
2017 

41- 



ITEMS STATUS NEXT STEP 

- One the largest company of Liberia developing rubber plantation, Firestone had from the Gol 99-year lease 
for a million acres in Margibi County since 1926. 

- The CLSG transmission line cross the concession of Firestone on 22 km with 38,217 rubber trees affected. 
Negotiation meetings with Firestone started on February 1, 2017 with the representatives of Ministry of 

- Meeting TRANSCO CLSG- - 
Agriculture, LEC and the consultant who conducted the environmental and social studies. Gol for analyzing of the 

proposal of Firestone. 
- Joint technical meeting and site visit with World Bank Experts, TRANSCO CLSG and Firestone Technical teams 

was conducted on March 14, 2017 for the assessment of the social and environmental impacts of the line on 
TRANSCO CLSG to 
engage the Gol for the Firestone concession as result of the visit, none camp and school affected by the project as claimed by 
compensation of 

FIRESTONE Firestone 
Firestone for losses. 

- Meeting with three Ministers of Gol on March 9, 2017 (Ministry of Finance & Development Planning, 
Minister of Agriculture and Minister of Lands, Mines and Energy), Firestone and the General Manager of - Meetings Gal-Firestone 

TRANSCO CLSG. 
for negotiation based on 

Technical documentation of the project was sent to Firestone on their request; Meeting held on April 10, as 
proposal submitted. 

- 
a follow up on status of analysis of the requested documentation 

- EPC Contractor NCC was permitted to conduct field assessment of the line route between May 22-23, 2017 
to locate APs with support from Firestone; 

- Proposal from Firestone sent to Gol on May 19, 2017 
- Gol to send official - Malasian Company developing Palm Oil plantation in three Counties of Liberia: Bomi, Grand Cape Mount and 

Gbarpolu County, Sime Darby owns a concession agreement with the government of Liberia in Bomi, and communication to Sime 
Darby management; 

Grand Cape Mount. 
- The CLSG transmission line cross the concession of this company in Bomi county with an impact of 1416 palm - TRANSCO CLSG to SIME DARBY oil trees affected. 

Two meetings held with the management of Sime Darby (May 19 and 25, 2017) for the Presentation of the engage the Gol to - 
CLSG project and discussion on the potential impact of the project on the plantation. accelerate the process of 

negotiation; 
- RAP report and shapefile of the CLSG transmission line route were provided to Sime Darby on their request. 

Formal communication from TRANSCO CLSG was sent to Sime Darby on their request. OE and contractor (NCC} - 
to analyze the 

II- Update on progress of the issue of lands acquisition in Liberia within thg~framework of the CLSG project 

~ 



possibilities 
alternative line 
and additional 
related 

of 
route 
cost 
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Donors' Coordination Meeting/ Reunion de Coordination des Bailtet,rs de Fonds 

Date: May 31 to June 1, 2017 / 31 mai au 1• juin 2017 

Venue/ Lieu: Cape Hotel, Monrovia (Liberia ) 
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d!M 
~ TRANSCO J! 
PROJET D'INTERCONNEXION COTE O'IVOIRE,LIBERIA,SIERRA LEONE et GUINEE (CLSG) 
Pays : COTE D'IVOIRE· LIBERIA - SIERRA LEONE· GUINEA 

.. -, ..... .. •• , 2018 .. v,o, ,v,u 
~ - _M M M M M M_M _ 

Recrutement de l'IC phase 2 
10llres-Evaluabon ·ANO-Sigr.ah.lfe le 17.11.16) 

2 !Recrutement du conlrac tllnl pour rexploltlllion et le 
maintenance 

Macro Planning du projet CLSG 
(Mari.2017) 

3 !PGES & PAR 

3. 1 IConsol1dalion des donnGes- Compensation • Mise a 
dispos1bonde,terres 

3.2IPGES & PAR I Suiv, 

4 ISignature des Contrats 
4.1 ContratsEPC TLAIDB01/Lot1&2-ANOdelaBAO 

_s~_~ r_!!pPQ,:t_1f~al~\19n! §.lo~!~,9e_C9:(lif<.!l 
4_2,Contiats EPC SS AIDB 02 - ANO de la BAO S\J' le 

r_appon d'llvaluatil)nl S_ign~tu1e do cgn[lat 

4.3jContrats EPC SVC AIOB 03 Noweau p,aces~us d'AO 

4.4fon1ra1s EPC TL WB-EIB 04(4 Lo\s)-ANO de la 
BM-6_1_;1 s~ I!) 1ap_w11 d'6val~tion I S_ig_ria1u1e de conuat 

4_5fon\fa!s EPC SS KMI-EIB 0Sllot I -ANO de la BEi 
s~ ~ ~I d'eva_l_uallonl Signa!l,l'e ae rontra1 

4.61Con1rat1 EPC SS KfW-EIB 05/lo\2 -ANO de la Kr.N 
swle ~~d'~valuation~~e de contra! 

4_71Contrats EPC SCADA A!DB 08 -ANO de la BAD 
sw le rappori d'6valuabon I Sign.atwe de ccmrat 

4.BICootrats EPC SCAOA BA~ Cl-ENERGIES - 
Sign.a1u,ecle C9(11ra1 

4_9fontrats pow la regWllon oe rrequence {e1uc1os1 
BM) - P,ocessus r/AO I Signature de eeover 

4.10fContrats po~ les uavacx de r6g~tion de lr6q1.1ence 
BAO)- P1ocessus d'AO I Signa1ure de conltat 

5 j Supetvl&lon par l'IC Phase 2 

5.11Mi&ison de rlC Phase 2 - Phase de cons1r~hon 

5.2JMi&ison de nc Phase 2 - Pllriode de ga,antie 

5 I Phase de Construction 
6.11con\fats EPCLlgnea {BM/ BEl)-4 lots 

.... ~- 

.... ~- 

SSKMl.t:1110511.<>tll.21: .... : ... -~ .... : .... : .. 

svc;,,oao;i 

G. iJ~~=s ~i::~;:: :~n:;~i~~onl 

7 I Pl'Jrlode de garantie 

Hypotheses : 1 - · Garantie Barcane + Avance de d8marrage + Disposition Admin = 1 Mais 
2 - Duree de Construction= 24 Mois pour les lignes / 1B Mais pour les posies, SVC & SCADA 

Dales cl8s: 1 - Signature du premier contra! EPC 13/01/2017 
2 - Date de dE!marrage de services : 15/03/2017 
3 - Fin des lravaux de Construction 30/08/2019 
4 - Test Final/ mise en service: 27/02/2019 to 30/08/2019 



Table N.1 : CLSG Project/ Contracts Implementation Progress (OE2 + EPC) 
May 2017 

N. Contracts/Lots/P Scope of work Donors Status Progress Contracts Commissioning 
rices Effective dates dates/ 

contracts 
closure 

1 OE 2 Contract/ Owner's Engineer WB Signed on - Kick-Off Meeting {KOM) held on 24-25/01/17 01/12/2016 31/03/2020 
11321526 $ for supervision 17/11/16 - Commencement of Services: 01/12/16 
(40 Months) - Preliminary studies and design review ongoing 

- Mobilization of TE experts ongoing in the 4 
countries. 

2 TL WB-EIB 04 / Lot 1 TL 225 kV Yekepa WB Signed on - KOM held on 31/01/17 15/06/17 30/05/2019 
(JV EIFFAGE/ - Buchanan 13/01/17 - Anticipated Start of Work {ASW) on 01/03/17 
ELECNOR) / 

(230 km) 
(Team mobilization, Topographical studies and 

52 931327 $ engineering studies ongoing) 
(24 Months) - Advance Payment Guarantee and Performance 

Guarantee received. Advance paid. 
- Issuance of Loe under way 

3 TL WB-EIB 04 / Lot 2 TL 225 kV Signed on - KOM held on 30/01/17 
(NCC)/ Buchanan - 16/01/17 - ASW on 01/03/17 (Team mobilization, 15/06/17 30/05/2019 

53 358101 $ Monrovia - Mano Topographical and engineering studies ongoing) 
(24 Months) (223 km) - Advance Payment Guarantee and Performance 

Guarantee received. Advance paid. 
- Issuance of LoC under way 
- 

\'~ 



4 TL WB-EIB 04 / Lot 3 TL 225 kV Mano - WB / EIB Signed on - KOM held on 26/01/17. 
(JYOTI)/ Kenema - 18/01/17 - ASW on 01/03/17 (Team mobilization, 

43 871643 Bikongor Topographical and engineering studies ongoing) 30/06/17 30/06/2019 

(24 Months) (213 km) - Advance Payment Guarantee and Performance 
Guarantee not yet received. 

- LC establishment fees under discussion with 
Donors (EIB&WB) 

5 TL WB-EIB 04 / Lot 4 TL 225 kV Signed on - KOM held on 27/01/17 
(KALPATARU) / Bikongor - 19/01/17 - ASW on 01/03/17 (Team mobilization, 
41445 622 $ Bumbuna - Yiben Topographical studies and engineering studies 30/06/17 30/06/2019 

(24 Months) (221 km) ongoing) 
- Advance Payment Guarantee and Performance 

Guarantee received. Advance payment ongoing. 
- LC establishment fees under discussion with 

Donors (EIB&WB) 

6 TL AfDB 01 / Lot 1 TL 225 kV Man - AfDB Signed on - KOM held on 12/04/17 
(BOUYGUES Yekepa- 29/03/17 - ASW on 01/06/17 (Team mobilization, 
ENERGIES & Nzerekore Preparation of topographical studies ongoing) 30/06/17 30/06/2019 

SERVICES)/ - Advance Payment Guarantee and Performance 
30 880 280 $ (201 km) Guarantee not yet received. 
(24 Months) 

7 TL AfDB 01 / Lot 2 TL 225 kV Yiben - Not Signed - Contract negotiated, initialed and submitted for 
(ANGELIQUE/TATA) Kamakwie - Linsan AfDB NO on 24/03/17. 

I - NO from AfDB was subject to the proposed 
38 027 224 $ 

(215 km) 
solution to the financing gap. 30/07/17 30/07/19 

(24 Months) - Proposed solution adopted in Conakry on 
14/04/17 

- NO awaited from AfDB. 



8 55 AfDB 02 Substations AfDB Not Signed 
(18 Months) 225kV/HTA MAN, . - Negotiation with NCC was suspended (NCC 

NZEREKORE, offer omitted Addendum 1). 
YIBEN, - BER revised and resubmitted for AfDB NO. 30/07/17 30/01/2019 

KAMAKWIE,t:IN§A - AfDB NO awaited 
N 

(Linsan removed 
from the scope) 

9 55 KfW-EIB 05 / Lot Substations EIB Signed on - KOM held on 24-25/04/17 
1 225kV/HTA 20/03/17 - ASW on 30/06/17 

(JV SIEYUAN-NEIE) / KENEMA, - Preparation of Addendum N.1 ongoing (Change 30/06/17 30/02/2019 

30 210 000 $ BIKONGOR, Order) 
(18 Months) BUMBUNA - Advance Payment Guarantee and Performance 

Guarantee received. Advance payment ongoing. 

10 55 KfW-EIB OS/ Lot Substations KfW Not Signed - Contract negotiated and initialed on 11/05/17 
2 225kV/HTA - Initialed contract submitted to KfW NO on 

(JV SIEYUAN-NEIE) / YEKEPA, 16/05/17; 
41953 860 $ BUCHANAN, - KfW comments received on 23/05/2017 31/08/17 30/01/2019 
(18 Months) MONROVIA, 

MANO 
(+ 5th SS Liberia/ 
BOTOTA as option) 

11 SVC AfDB 03 SVC de MAN (+/- AfDB Relaunched - 1st bidding process was unsuccessful. 
- AfDB NO received on revised BD on 14/05/17 



50 MVAr) - Contract duration: 18 months. 15/12/2017 30/05/2019 
- Bids requested on 17/05/2017 

12 SCADA CLSG 1 Main + 1 Backup AfDB To be - 1st bidding process was unsuccessful. 
relaunched - Revised BD to be submitted to AfDB by 

TRANSCO CLSG by .......... (indicate the date) 30/12/2017 30/06/2019 

- Contract duration: 18 months 

13 SCADA Abidjan Rehabilitation of AfDB Bidding - To be launched after the outcome of the bidding 30/01/2019 
(ALSTOM-GE) SCADA Abidjan (Cl- process to be process of the CLSG SCADA. 

30/01/2018 ENERGIES) launched - Contract duration: 12 months 
- Direct contract with ALSTOM-GE 

14 Frequency. Frequency AfDB/WB Bidding - Bidding process to be launched during 
Regulation Regulation process to be construction, not later than December 31, 2017 

30/09/2018 30/09/2019 (Works/Studies) Equipment launched - Contract duration: 12 months 

4 



PROCUREMENT SCHEDULE FOR THE REMAINING /AND ONGOING PACKAGES: 

DATES 
BIDDING 

PUBLICATION/ 
BID PUBLICATION PROCESS 

PACKAGES 
DONORS N.O 

RECEPTION OF 
CONTRACT 

N.OON DRAFT CONTRACT DURATION RECEPTION OF DOCUMENT EVALUATION OF AWARD 
ON BIDDING OR INVITATION N.OON BER FORMALIZATIO 

CONTRACT · SIGNATURE (Months} BO FROM LIA SUBMISSION 
DOCUMENT TOBID 

BIDS REPORT RECOM- 
N 

TO DONORS SUBMISSION MENDATION 

SVC-AFDB-03815 5/5/2017 5/19/2017 5/23/2017 8/21/2017 9/20/2017 10/5/2017 10/8/2017 10/28/2017 11/12/2017 11/22/20i7 7.00 

POSTES AFDB 02815* 6/23/2017 6/30/2017 7/15/2017 7/17/2017 9/15/2017 9/30/2017 10/15/2017 10/18/2017 11/8/2017 11/23/2017 11/30/2017 5.33 

SCADACLSG 7/13/2017 7/28/2017 8/4/2017 11/2/2017 12/2/2017 12/17/2017 12/20/2017 1/9/2018 1/24/2018 2/3/2018 6.83 

SCADACDI** 11/10/2017 11/25/2017 12/2/2017 1/31/2018 2/15/2018 3/2/2018 3/5/2018 3/15/2018 3/30/2018 4/9/2018 5.00 

FREQUENCY REGULATION 3/16/2018 3/31/2018 4/7/2018 7/6/2018 8/5/2018 8/20/2018 8/23/2018 9/12/2018 9/27/2018 10/7/2018 6.83 

POSTES KFW (LOT2)*** 6/30/2017 7/10/2017 1.33 

NB. 
/CB without PQ; 
"Partiat relauncn of ongoing process, which is going to be unsuccessful. The time line given to bidders to prepare their bid is 60 days instead of 90 as for the others packages; 
Evaluation timeline: 30 days maximum; 
Timeline for No Objection issuance by Donors: 15 days; 
14 days to be observed after the publication of award recommendation before en tiring into negotiation; 
** Single Source, timeline given to bidders to prepare their bid is 60 days. The evaluation will take 15 days maximum 
*** Process completed, Non Objection awaited from Donor. 

~ 



PROCUREMENT SCHEDULE FOR THE CONSULTING SERVICES: 

DATES 

Preparation/ Submission of N.Oon Financial Description of services Publication of N.O on Short Invitation for Technical Contract Submission of. N.O on draft Contract Completion Submision of REOI list& RFP Proposals Evaluation Technical Proposal Negotiation draft negotiated contract signature Date TOR&REOI Evaluation Opening Contract Report 

RECRUITMENT OF AN 30-nov.-17 18-dec.-17 15-fevr.-18 22-fevr.-18 13-mai-18 28-mai-18 07-juin-18 12-juil.-18 19-juil.-18 03-aoat-18 18-aoat-18 02-aoat-21 O&M OPERA TOR 

~ 



Table N.3 : Matrix of the LC establishment for the EPC contracts as per May 30, 2017 

PACKAGES STATUS OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF LETTERS OF CREDIT 
N• NAME OF CONTRACTORS 

(According to the approved Procurement Strategy) CHALLENGES PROPOSAL OF SOLUTION 

Meeting held with the contractor, and he 

1 TL-AIDB-01 / Lot 1: MAN/ YEKEPA/ N'ZEREKORE BOUYGUES ENERGIES Fees of LC not eligible under AfDB financing 
accepted the change of the payment terms from 
LC to Direct Transfer. An draft Addendum will be 
submitted to AfDB 

Contract not yet signed, payment terms will be 
2 TL-AfDB-01 / Lot 2: YIBEN/ KAMAKWE/ UNSAN JV ANGELIQUE & TATA PL Fees of LC not eligible under AfDB financing changed (from LC to Direct Transfer) before 

signature of contract 

SS-AfDB-02 (Single lot=AfDB}, but MANI Contract not yet signed, payment terms will be 
3 N'ZEREKOREI KAMAKWE (AfDB funding) and YIBEN Fees of LC not eligible under AfDB financing changed (from LC to Direct Transfer) before 

Substation to be financed by WB, signature of contract 

4 SVC-AfDB-03 (Single lot=AfDBJ Fees of LC not eligible under AfDB financing 
Payment terms already changed (from LC to 
Direct Transfer) in the Bidding Document 

LC fees will be financed from IDA credit. Process Discussion ongoing for the removing of the 
5 TL-WB/EIB-04/Lot1: YEKEPA/ BUCHANAN; (WB) JV ELECNOR & EIFFAGE establishment of LC as effectiveness condition a 

ongoing 
the contract. 

TL-WB/EIB-04/Lot2: BUCHANAN/ MONROVIA/ NATIONAL LC fees will be financed from I DA credit. Process Discussion ongoing for the removing of the 
6 MANO; (WB) CONTRACTING COMPAN, 

ongoing establishment of LC as effectiveness condition al 
(NCC) the contract. 

Discussions with EIB ongoing about how to 
finance the fees for the establishment of the LC. 

7 TL-WB/EIB-04/Lotl: MANO/ KENEMA/ BIKONGOR; JOYTI STRUCTURES Fees of LC not eligible under EIB financing Discussion ongoing for the removing of the (EIB&WB) LIMITED 
establishment of LC as effectiveness condition of 
the contract. 

Discussions with EIB ongoing about how to 
finance the fees for the establishment of the LC. 

8 TL-WB/EIB-04/Lot4: BIKONGOR/ BUMBUNA/ KALPATARU POWER Fees of LC not eligible under EIB financing Discussion ongoing for the removing of the YIBEN (EIB & WB) TRANSMISSION LTD 
establishment of LC as effectiveness condition of 
the contract. 

Discussions with ElB ongoing about how to 
finance the fees for the establishment of the LC. 

9 SS-EIB/KfW--051 Lo1: KEN EMA/ BIKONGOR/ JV SIEYUAN & NEIE Fees of LC not eligible under EIB financing Discussion ongoing for the removing of the BUMBUNA (EIB funding) 
establishment of LC as effectiveness condition of 
the contract. 

SS-EIB/KfW-05/ Lot2: YEKEPA/ BUCHANAN/ 
Payment terms already changed (from LC to 

10 MONROVIA/ MANO (KfW funding) JV SIEYUAN & NEIE Fees of LC not eligible under Ktw financing Direct Transfer) in the draft negotiated contract 
submitted for no objection 

11 SCADA - Cote d'Ivoire (Direct Contracting with No LC to be used as payment terms. ALSTOM) - AIDS 

Clause 2.2 of the contract agreement will be 
12 SCAOA for LINSAN (GUINEA), (Single lot, AfDB) revised in the Bidding Document before the 

relaunch of the process 

FREQUNECY REGULATION EQUIPMENT - AfDB 

13 (ToR of the study to be prepared by 0Eph2, Study No LC to be used as payment terms. under WB financing; Equipment supply and installation 
under AfDB financing) 



{!)TRANSCO J. 
TRANSCO CLSG / Pl U 

Progress of ESMP and RAP activities in CLSG Countries as at May 29, 2017 

No ACTIVITIES COUNTRIES PROGRESS NEXT STEPS 

Recruitment: CLSG - Evaluation process completed, - Signature of the contracts and Kick-off 
- Consultants for the RAP data - Contracts Negotiation meeting with the awarded meeting expected for June 3 to 30, 2017 

consolidation; firms held from May 19 to 24, 2017 - Launching of ESMP and RAP data 
- Consultant for the establishment consolidation activities expected for June 19, 1 

of a baseline database of the 2017 to July 14, 2017; 
environmental component - Launching of NGOs activities expected for 

- NGO for the supervision of the July 14, 2017 to August 14, 2017 
compensation process 

Adoption with EPC contractors of an agreed - Information and sensitization campaign in 
2 Preparation of the RAP Liberia schedule of physical topographical survey and the affected communities related to the RAP data 

implementation Sierra Leone RAP data consolidation consolidation 
- Launching of the RAP data consolidation 

process by June 2017 
CLSG ESMP Construction Document preparation is Review and adoption of the ESMP 

3 Preparation of the ESMP ongoing Construction Document by OE2, TRANSCO 
Construction Document CLSG, National Monitoring Committees, 

Donors and EPA from June to July, 2017 
Preparation of Environmental - Operation Action Plan (OAP) for the Adoption of the MoU for the environmental 
Parameters Monitoring by environmental parameters monitoring program parameters monitoring program by NMC on June, 
Environmental Protection Agency CLSG approved, 2017 

4 (EPA) - Preparation of the MoU for the environmental 
parameters monitoring program ongoing 

Preparation of reforestation - Operation Action Plan (OAP) for the Adoption of the MOU for the reforestation 
5 activities by Forestry Division reforestation program approved, program by NMC on June, 2017 

CLSG - Preparation of the MoU for the reforestation 
program ongoing 



Setting up of the Grievances Preparation of the setting up of the Grievances The setting up of the said committees and 
management Committees in management Committees on going: Identification adoption of the ToR is scheduled for June 2017 

6 counties, districts and prefectures, CLSG of the members of the committees and drafting of 
adoption of the ToR of the said the ToR of the said Committees 
Committees 
Dissemination of the Grievances Preparation of the agenda of the dissemination Review and approval of the agenda, 
Management Mechanism within campaign within affected communities ongoing The Dissemination campaign is scheduled for 

7 affected communities CLSG June 2017 

Preparation of the Monitoring of the Operational Action Plan and Budget related received Adoption of the OAP and Budget related by the 
RAP activities by Ministries of Social CLSG from ministries of SWGCP were revised and sent National Monitoring Committees of RAP and 

8 Welfare, Gender, Children back to the said ministries ESMP during the Third session scheduled for June 
protection in CLSG countries 2017 
(SWGCP) 

- 17 sensitive ecosystems, protected areas and Implementation of the Operational Action Plan 
substation locations (4 in Liberia, 11 in Sierra for the mitigation of potentials impacts 
Leone and 2 in Guinea) and 14 communities identified 

World Bank and TRANSCO CLSG Liberia affected by the project were visited (3 in Liberia, 
9 supervision mission on ESMP and Sierra Leone 7 in Sierra Leone and 4 in Guinea), 

RAP activities (Second Step) Guinea - Recommendations made by the mission for the 
mitigation of potentials impacts are identified, 

- Operational Action Plan related to the 
recommendations made by the mission for the 
mitigation of potentials impacts identified 

National Monitoring Committees Second session of National Monitoring Committees Third session of National Monitoring 
and Local Monitoring Committees and first session on Local Monitoring Committees Committees and second session on Local 

10 sessions CLSG held Monitoring Committees scheduled for June 
2017 



I- Update on progress of the issue of lands acquisition in Liberia within the framework of the CLSG project 

Items Status Next Step 

Firestone 

One the largest company of Liberia developing rubber plantation, Firestone had from the Gal 99-year 
lease for a million acres in Margibi County since 1926. 
The concession of Firestone crossed by the CLSG transmission line on 22 km with 38,217 rubber trees 
affected. 
Start of meetings with Firestone on February 1, 2017 with the representatives of Ministry of 
Agriculture, LEC and the consultant who conducted the environmental and social studies. 
Joint technical meeting and site visit with World Bank Experts, TRANSCO CLSG and Firestone Technical 
teams for the assessment of the social and environmental impact of the line on Firestone concession: 
None camp and school affected by the project as claimed by Firestone Negotiation 

Firestone 
Meeting with three Ministers of Gal on March 9, 2017 (Ministry of Finance & Development Planning, submitted 
Minister of Agriculture and Minister of Lands, Mines and Energy) with Firestone and the General 
Manager of TRANSCO CLSG. 
Technical documentation of the project was sent to Firestone on their request; Meeting held on April 
10, as a follow up on status of analysis of the requested documentation 
EPC Contractor NCC was permitted to conduct field assessment of the line route between May 22-23, 
2017 to locate APs with support from Firestone; 
Proposal from Firestone sent to Gal on May 19, 2017 

on 
Gal and 

proposal 

Sime Darby 

Malasian Company developing Oil palm plantation in three Counties of Liberia: Bomi, Grand Cape 
Mount and Gbarpolu County. 
Sime Darby owns a concession agreement with the government of Liberia in Bomi, and Grand Cape 
Mount. 
The CLSG transmission line cross the concession of this company in Bomi county. 
1416 oil palm crops affected by the project. 

Gal to send official 
communication to Sime 
Darby management; 

TRANSCO CLSG to 
engage the Gal to 
accelerate the process 

~ 



- Two meetings held with the management of Sime Darby (May 19 and 25, 2017). Presentation of the 
CLSG project and its potential impact on the plantation. 

- RAP report and shapefile of the CLSG transmission line route were provided Sime Darby on their 
request. 

- Formal communication from TRANSCO CLSG was sent to Sime Darby on their request. 
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Table N.5 : Monitorino of the OE2 Activities 

DESCRIPTION TECH. S: Delivrables of the Contract DATE - IDENTIFICATION - PROGRESS COMMENTS 
Contract 001/OCBS{TRANSCO·ClSG/PIU/11/2016 
Effective date of the contract 0.1 01/12/2016 
Klck-off meetinQ 0.3 24 & 25/01/2017 - Freetown {SL) 
Bank Guarantee 15/12/2016 

PRL Report Sent on: 23/02/2017 Final Report scheduled on May after 
Inception Report (PRL - FIN) D2 

Comments TRANSCO CLSG : 16/03/2017 revision of KPI tool & acceptance of Ongoing (KPI tool, key expert 
reolacement) new expert(•) 

Review of the proposals of O&M option and associated soare parts D3 000% 
Review all contractor's imolementation schedules D4 500% 
Uodated detailed lmolementatlon schedule for the entire oroiect DS 200% 
Review and revise the Network studies D6 500% 
EPC contractor's Proaram Review DB 500% 
Review of Proiect Develooment Plan D9 500% 
Desiqn Review on qoinq from: 01/02/2017 Dl0 700% 
TL AfDB / lot 1 - Contract date: 29/03/2017 BOUYGUES ENERGIES ET SERVICES 03/1)'112017 
Tl AfDB / lot 2 - Contract Date : Not vet Semed GR. ANGELIQUE INTERNAT. &. TATA PL 
TL WB-EIB 04 / Lot 1 • Contract Date: 13/01/2017 N ELECNOR EIFFAGE 15/02/2017 
TL WB-EJB 04 / Lot 2 - Contract Date : 16/01/2017 NCC 20/02/2017 
TL WB-EIB 04 / Lot 3 - Contract Date: 18/01/2017 JOYTI STRUCTURES L TO 20/02/2017 
TL WB·EIB 04 / Lot 4 • Contract Date: 19/01/2017 KALPATARU 20/02/2017 
SS AfDB 02 - Contract Date : Not vet Sioned NCC 
SS EIB / Lot 1 - Contract Date: 20/03/2017 SIEYUAN·NEIE 25/03/2017 
SS Ktw I Lot 2 - Pendinc SIEYUAN·NEIE 
SCADA GUINEA 
SCADA Cl 
SVC AfDB 
FRE 
Factorv Acceotance Test Reoorts Dll 0.00% 
Preoaratlon of ToR for additional studies D13 000% 
Reports on Technical Coordination with other crotects DH S,00% Technical coordination in Liberia + VC 
Assistance for the recruitement of an O&M Contractor 500% Review of the orelimibarv studv 
Second circuit feasibilitv study 1000% MethodolQV transmitted 
Protect Commissionina Reoorts D15 000% 
Proiect Comdetion Reoort (PCR) - (ASB ... l D16 0 00% 
TraininQ handbook D17 500% Manuel is in oreoaration 

Monthly - Quaterlv Reoort : Dec 2016 - March 2017 Done on March 31 2017 
Monthlv Reoort: Anril 2017 Done on Anril 30 2017 
Temolate for the first oaae of all Documents Notes Recorts Done on 17/03/2017 Anrvoved with all the stakeholders 
TRACTEBEL Clarifications on substations Mount Coffee Done on 13/03/2017 
TRACTEBEL darifications on Monrovia substation desian Done on 07/04/2017 
TRACTEBEL Clarifications on Linsan substation desion Done on 07/04/2017 
TRACTEBEL preparation of Botota substation Technlcal soeofication Done on 05/04/2017 
TRACTEBEL darifications on substation Man Onaoino for 10/05/2017 
TRACTEBEL preparation of addendum for EPC-SS-EIB/KfW-05 lot 

Done 25/04/2017 1:Kenema,Bikonaor & Bumbuna 
TRACTEBEL darifications on Transmission Lines Desion Done on 13/03/2017 
TEQ-1-5 : Work schedule DlanninQ of dellvrables Done on 02/03/2017 - follow uo Currently aooroved 
TEOi-6 : Team Comoosition Assi nment and Kev Exoerts' lnnuts Done on 02/03/2017 - follow uc Currentlv annroved 
Technical Coordination Meeting with MMLE, LEC Mt. Coffee PIU, Liberia, February, 27-28, 2017 2 Aide Memoires transmitted TRANSCO ClSG & TE 
Commercial Analv<;e : Kev deliverables of the lots 1 2 3 and 4 - TL Done on 13/02/2017 1 reoort submitted to TRASCO CLSG 
Uodate Methodoloav for second circuit imolementation feasibilltv studv Onooino for 08/05/2017 
Preparation of datacollection for second circuit implementation Ongoing for 12/05/2017 feasibilitv studv 
Review of Ara Enoineerina 3SWS studies Done on 24/03/2017 
Clarifications on the 3SWS distribution scheme Done on 06/04/2017 

I('") lnceouon report nronress I I 

DESCRIPTION I NUMEROS I STATUS I available ON Pro leer p.1ae: I comments 
PROJECTQUALITYPLAN ____________ :_ _ ClSGl-fAV/52121!ilOOO/OO _ :_ ____ FIN ____ _; _______ 24/02/2017~one __ 

PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN • I CLSG/4NT/531604/000/00 I FIN I 30/0Jn017'done -------------------s---------.----------,----------r--- CVS OF EXPERTS • CLSG/4NT/531231/000IOO • FIN • 24/02/20111ongoing 

TRAINING PROGRAM : : : : : : : : : : : : : [ : CLSGl4NTl531601/000IOO : C : : : : FIN : : : : 7 : : : : : : : 24102/201,Sne : 
KP/ TOOL • CLSG/4NT/531602/000/00 • PRL • 24/02IW171ongoing 

MEETING REPORTS TEMPLATES : : : : : : : : : : t : CLSG/4AR/531606/000IOO : t : : : : FIN : : : : ] : : : : : : : JO/OJ/201~one : 

:~:;::~:;RT - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ -~~::::;:!::==~ -!- - - - - :~~ - - - - ~ - - - - - - - ~=:~::~::: - -------------------~---------~----------,----------~-- MONTHLY/QUARTERLY REPORT _________ -!-- _ CLSGl4NT/53173WOOOIOO -!- ____ FIN ____ -J _______ 2&'0J/2017¢°ne _ 

BIL/NG PROCESS CLSG/4NT/53160J/DOOIOO FIN 24/02/2017•don,!_ _ 

I I I I 



TRANSCO CLSG 

TABLE N.6 CLSG PROJECT COSTS VS FINANCING 

MAY2D17 

Project Costs 

t----,--------+------..-,.-.--wa--r--;:F':""',."':"'::.-r-,.-.....,-,-,~-""-"-,-t-,,,.,=1"'=co.t=,.,-, ,-~-,--11,,-'.'.'-,'-,-,~-,-N--.,---,-,..-+a,Ao""••""•c::•,"'"'"'•""'•"'•:::Mr.:,,::i:s"•"'••"'"'"""''"=•••1"'•"'••p:,1: =:= 
Orl&lnal flnand111 (20111 Rnanclna: 201.2 (US$ March 2011 , (US$ per Bid Prk.es ......, • .,, Sept 2016 Based on "Chan1e for "Change for Contl"lfl'ICY 

Sept 2016 Shield Wire " (USS Ml RIMMd Exchan1e toss Cost Estimate (M). (I)+ (HI 
Mav

2
oi
7 

~~~
1
)z :~t!E!:,

1
:;:; (US$MI IF}+ (US$M) (G) C Ul•[F+G+H) -~Mnd~~- Sept2016 Sept2016 

C04.lntrles Oonon 

FlnandnaAvalllibMt Financing Gap 
Financing 

Gap 

Af08 26,2 40,2 36 ,084 33,6 I# 37,0 -0,9 "4,1 3,2 2,4 ... , 
TranbsmilslonliMs 12.7 19.4 17,5 21,0 23.1 -S.7 -2,D -3.7 -3,6 

cete d'rvctre 1-"'~~~\~s~~"~'M~----+-+-~:~:!+---+----t--~;~::+--~~~:----i-~~.~:--+------,H--~:..,..:--+--;~:!-+-~:~"''.!~+--::;'c·;-+----,;":,i~-t 
11,8 18,1 16,2 6,2 6,9 9,4 -1,B 11,2 10,0 SVC 
0,04 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,0 o.o 0,0 0,0 

0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

-5,7 
-4,6 
-0,1 
9,4 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 

Al08 8,10 U,43 11,17 12,9 0,00 H 14,2 ·3,0 -1,3 -1,7 -3,0 
Transrniuianflnes 5,2 8,05 7,13 8,9 9,8 ·3 -0,8 -1,B -1,7 
Freq~ncyCt,ntral 2,6 3,94 3,54 3,5 3,9 -0,4 0,0 0,0 
~f\licts 0,0 0,06 0,06 0,1 0,l 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Daerarimna emu 0,2 0,38 0,34 0,3 o.• 

0,0 
0,0 
0,0 

0,0 
0,0 

0,0 
0,0 

-2,6 
-0,4 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
00 

World Bank 144,6 126,60 160,8 0,0 I# 174,1 "47,5 •7,9 -39,6 ·34,2 -47,S 
Transmlssio11/ints 47,1 S7,l 73,2 rrs 107,6 118,3 ...... 4,3 -4S,2 -30,1 
Subsrotlons 6.5 o.o 10,l 0,0 

Liberia Frtq~ncyCantral 
Owne,:senai11ttr 

1,0 
16,7 

1,3 
16,7 

l,5 
1S,9 

J,8 
22,7 

J,5 
1S,7 

J,7 
1S,7 

0,1 
7,0 

0,3 
-3,2 

-0,2 
l0,2 

0,3 
7,0 

Functianlnqa/TR 11,l 11,4 17,20 1S,S 11,4 13,6 -8,1 ·1,7 -6,4 -6,0 
ESMP,.IOC 0,0 l,7 0,0 1,3 1,3 1,3 0,0 2,3 -2,3 0,0 

l,3 1,3 1,0 J,8 J,8 1,8 -0,1 -0,2 0,2 -0,1 
Unalkxortd 9,5 3,8 14,7 5,1 s,o 5,2 -0,1 · -9,6 9,5 0,1 
Spare pans 0.8 0,8 -0,8 0,0 -0.8 -0,8 
PravisianfarFXfluauotlans 4,7 4,7 -4,7 0,0 -4,7 -4,7 

-40,8 
0,0 
0,1 
7,0 
-8,1 
0,0 
-0,1 
-0,1 
-0,8 
-4,7 
00 

KfW 41,0 .... S9,93 S8,8 .. 63,0 ·3,0 4,0 -22,2 1,1 -3,0 
45ubsratians '°·' 4',8 41,6 4S,8 -1 ,,o -s.o 3,2 
SrhSubstarlon 0,0 1S,1 1S,l 1S,J 15,1 -15,1 0,0 
Pravlsiarl/arFXftuctuatfons 1,l 1,l ., 0,0 -2,1 -2,1 

-0,9 
0,0 
-2,1 
0,0 

TatalUbcria 41,0 197,8 197,70 232,5 0,0 251,2 .53 -5,1 -63,4 ·34,8 -53.S 
0,0 
00 

Af08 22,7 3',B 3S,0 0,0 N 38,S -7,2 -3,S -3,7 -3,7 -7,2 
Tra,mnissionlil!fl 11,5 19,1 17,2 17,4 19,1 ·l,9 -1,9 0,0 -0,2 
Substatfall.S 10,1 15,6 14,1 17,6 19,4 -5,3 -1,6 -3,7 -3,5 
~f\licts 0,l 0,1 0,l 

Sierra Leone P, ·,s/sq,f.s P<fl fFufs s 
0.1 
0,0 

0,0 
0,0 

0,0 
0,0 

0,0 
0,0 

0,0 
0,0 

-1,9 
-5,3 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 

EIS 75,0 105~ 82,00 122,4 0,0 I# 134,3 -S2,3 -23,2 -29,1 -40,4 -52,3 
Transmission/in~ 5',9 77.0 60,0 BB.3 97,1 -37,1 -17,0 ·20,l ·28,3 
Substations 20,1 28,1 22,0 30,2 33,2 -11,l -6,2 -s.o ·82 
Spore parts 0,1 0,1 -0,1 0,0 -0,2 -0,2 

Pralli$ian/arFXPucruatians '·' 3,8 -3,8 0,0 -3,8 -3,8 

Tatal5'emil.eone 22,7 1S,O 140, 113,31 157 0,0 IH 1n.8 -S9,S -16,7 ·32.S 

-37,1 
-11,2 
-0,2 
-3,8 
0,0 

-59,5 
0,0 

Guinea 

0,0 

AfOB 29,7 4S,6 41,01 33,8 0,0 .. 37,2 3,80 -4,6 ... , .. 
TransmiSSionlitlff 11,3 17,3 15,6 11,5 13,7 -8,1 ·JS -6,4 -6,0 
Subsrarlons 16,8 15,8 23,1 10,0 11,0 11.1 -2,6 14,8 13,2 
SCAOA 1,6 1.5 1,1 1.1 1,, -0,1 -0,2 0,0 0,0 
SVC o.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
~f\licts 0,J 0,J 0,l 0,J 

0,0 
~o 
o.o 

0,0 
o.o 

0,0 
0,0 

0,0 
0,0 

Tat.al-All Total-All 93,27 86,73 116.00 ...... 388, 10 4S7,4 0,0 1~ 498,2 -110,1 -35,S -74,6 ..... 

-8,1 
12,2 
-0,2 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 

-1~·~.1 

Total-Af08 Total-Afoa 86,7 133,1 119,6 11S,4 0,0 126,9 .,,, -U,5 6,1 

Toto/ Provisio11 for Ellc.har,ge RatH 10,5 
Each""lf! Dtg: uso PS! currency 

UA 
5DR 

'"' 

2012 2013 mars-17 
1.53 l,)8 

1,SS 1,36 
1.40 1,09 

~-16 
1,39 
1,40 
1,13 

Pagelofl 



TRANSCO CLSG 

Tableau N.7: Deficit de financement du projet CLSG 

Propositions de TRANSCO CLSG pour pallier au deficit 

Cout du projet Budget initial 
Financement 

Bailleu rs Pays Strategte pour com bier le deficit revise addition el 
(US$ M) 

(US$) 
(USS M) 

En Sierra Leone la Banque Mondiale cofinance avec la BEi les lignes 
Sierra Leone de transport BM-BEi 04 Lot 3 (Mano (L) -Kenema (SL)- Bikongor 48,5 48,5 

----- (SL))}l Lot 4(Bikon~orJ.S!J - Bumbuna (SL) - Yiben (SL.1) ____ ------ ------- ------· 
Sierra Leone I 

La BM co-finance pour la composante des pastes de la BAD 02 avec un 
7,2 7,2 

----- l1'1PosteJYiben) en Sierra Leone ____________ ------ ------ ------ 
BM 

Sierra Leone ~revision de taux de change - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .J,! - - - - _3.J! _ - ----- ------ La BM finance le deficit de la BM au Liberia (package lignes de 

Liberia 
transport BM-BEi 04 / Lot l(Yekepa(L)- Buchanan (L)) &Lot 

169,4 126,6 42,8 
2(Buchanan (L) - Monrovia (L) - Mano (L)) + couts operationnels de 

----- TRANSCO) ------------------------ ------ ------ ------- Liberia _!'revision de taux de change - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _4,2. _ - - - _4]. _ - ----- ------ Total avec Prevision de taux de change (SL=4.7 M$ / L=3.8 M$) 233,6 126,6 107 
En Sierra Leone la BEi co-finance avec la BM la composante de lignes 

Sierra Leone de transport BM-BE! 04 Lot 3 (Mano (L) -Kenerna (SL) - Bikongor 48,8 60 
(SL)) & Lot 4 (Bikongor (SL) - Bumbuna (SL) - Yiben (SL)) 

BEi La BEi finance le paste package SS KfW-EIB 05 / Lot I avec trois (3) 
Sierra Leone pastes (Kenema, Bikongor et Bumbuna) en Sierra Leone 

33,2 22 

Total 82 82 
KfW finance le paste package SS KfW-EIB 05 I Lot 2 avec quatre (4) 

Liberia pastes (Yekepa, Buchanan, Monrovia-Mount Coffee and Mano) au 45,8 59,9 -14,1 
Liberia i..------ KIW ----- ~----------------------- ------ ------ Liberia .f inancement du Se p-OSte (BototaL ____________ 

- - ..!_5._!. - - ------- ___ It..l __ ----- Liberia ,!'revision de taux de change - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _2,2. _ - ------- - - _2.J. _ - • ----- Total avec Prevision de taux de chanze 63,0 59,9 3,l 
La BAD finance un (I) poste (Kamakwei) et co-finance (Yiben) la 

Sierra Leone I composante du poste BAD 02 et la ligne de transport BAD 0 I / Lot 2 31,3 31,3 0 

----- ~ Yiben (SLl.,: Kamakwie (SL)l _____________ ------ 1..------ ------ La BAD finance toutes !es infrastructures comme prevu. y compris le 
Guinee2 deficit (composante du paste BAD 02-Nzerekore) et ligne de transport 37,2 41 -3,8 

----- _!lAD 01 / Lot 2(Yiben (SL)- Kamakwie (SL)- Linsan (G[ ____ ------ ------- ------ 
BAD3 La BAD financera tous les lots comme prevu, y compris le deficit de 

Liberia financement (Ligne de transport BAD 0 I / Lot I (Man (Cl)-Yekepa (L) 14,2 11,2 3 

----- -Nzerekoref Gj) ~------ ------------------------ ------ ------ La BAD financera tousles lots comme prevu, y compris le deficit de 
Cote d'ivoire financement (composante du poste BAD (Man) et ligne de transport 37 36,1 0,9 

BAD 0l(Lot I): (Man (Clj-Yekepa (L)-Nzerekore(Gll 
Total I 19,7 119,6 0,1 
Grand Total 498,3 388,1 110,2 

(1) Le poste du YIBEN (9.4 M$) sera finance par la BAD (2.2 M$) et la BM (7.2 M$) 
(2) Le paste de LINSAN sera finance par le Projet OMVG (financement BID) 
(3) Les contrats du SCADA pour Linsan et Man, les equipernents du SVC et des Regulations de Frequences n'ont pas encore ete obtenu e1 


